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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Hello beekeepers.
The last club day was held at Maree's lovely home
in Woombah. I would like to thank her very much
for her hospitality.
Geoff Manning was invited to give a talk on the
local flora in particular gums and eucalyptus and
having samples of many of them on hand to
demonstrate the difference in bud shape and size.
Also, the pollen and nectar value they have to
bee's.
Thankyou Geoff for sharing your knowledge and
experience, you are an asset to our members.
The weather broke and the sun came out and we
had the opportunity to have a look in Maree's
hives. Considering it was a little cool all her girls
behaved themselves very well.
Lunch was delicious. Thank you for your morning
tea, lunch, and raffle contributions. If you intend
on staying for lunch please bring a plate to be
enjoyed by all.
Thankyou Noelene, Shirley and Tanya for all their
efforts and the many hands that helped make it all
happen.
The committee held a meeting on the 10th of June.
There will be a general meeting at the next club
day to discuss a combined apiary and shed with
Southern Cross Uni and an equipment trailer and
any other topics.
See you all at the next club day at my place
Happy beekeeping
Robert

JUNE FLOWERING

FROM THE HIVES JUNE

Not a lot to report. The Red Gum is well under
way in some places at this time. Grey Ironbark is
somewhat tardy, with just a few trees that I have
seen, showing flower. Melaleuca is flowering
heavily as I write, possibly the last burst.

Very little has happened at the hives down near
Coraki since the last report. The flowering of the
broad leaf melaleuca (melaleuca Quinquenervia)
has been spasmodic this year, more or less
repeating last year’s effort. One of two supers that
were put on the hives before going on holiday has
been removed using clearer boards, and all the
honey extracted; some were almost full, and others
were almost empty. The removing was done to
lighten the hives prior to moving them to the Rous
area next month.

A gentleman was talking to me at the last
meeting. He said that he could not see any bees in
his flowering Grey Ironbark. I have no idea as to
why in this case but nectar gatherers, which is
what they would have to be in the case of Grey
Ironbark, are often so dispersed once trees start
secreting nectar that it is often hard to see
them. Pollen gatherers are easier as they hover for
a longish period whilst they rake the pollen from
their mouth parts to their pollen baskets. This also
makes them easy to hear if the tree or plant is a
heavy pollen yielder. Nectar gatherers on the
other hand go sip, sip, then flit straight to the next
flower. So, this may or may not be the reason for
his lack of sightings. On the other hand, the tree
may not have been yielding nectar yet.
Geoff Manning

Four hives were removed one evening to my home
in Lismore to provide hives for the beekeeping
course. The hives had a very strong nectar smell,
and I am hopeful that more honey will come in (always hopeful). The move was not without
problems; one of the wheels on my removalist
trolley fell apart while trundling the first hive to
the ute. Three of four bolts went missing in the
dark. Another lesson; always check your gear
thoroughly before moving beehives.
Brian

Geoff at the last meeting passing on his knowledge
about the different types of flowering gums and how
to tell them apart.

VISITS TO THE USA
Sacramento Sierra Nevada (Brian Window)
(Brian visited a well-known USA beekeeper, Randy
Oliver, while on a trip from Los Angeles to Seattle in
May. Randy writes articles in the ABK and
elsewhere about beekeeping).
Randy lives in Grassy Valley, a bit northwest of
Sacramento in the Sierra Nevada foothills, and
runs a beekeeping business with his two sons.
The business income comes half from pollinating
almonds, and half from selling nuclei. Little comes
from selling honey. So, the year starts early,
putting hives in the almonds and bolstering their
strength by feeding sugar syrup. When the
almonds are finished in early Spring, the hives are
brought to yards close to home, where they use the
spring honey flow and copious sugar syrup to draw
boxes of double waxed plastic foundation supplied
by the Mann Lake company. These frames are
needed to stock the nuclei boxes that are prepared
for sale. Meanwhile, Randy sets to making queens
using conventional grafting techniques.
Ultimately, nuclei are made up in cardboard boxes
with mated queens and frames of honey and
pollen, for sale to beekeepers from colder areas.
The hives we looked into showed no small hive
beetle, and Randy only uses breeder hive selection
and organic acids to control the mites - no
insecticides. He believes that the mites would be
beaten ultimately through selective breeding. He
said AFB is not a problem for him. Selling off all
your frames every year would be a good way to
achieve that.
When I visited, there were utilities with pallets of
new Mann Lake frames and utilities with
IBC’s(1000l) of sugar syrup in the yard ready to be
unloaded. There was a double electric fence
around the yard, but I could not see any stock. It
was to keep the bears out, Dumbo.
Most of my time there was spent helping Randy
clean up his vegetable patch, but I gained a lot
from just talking to him.
Before I left, I watched him preparing starter hives

and working inside his grafting shed with grafting
bars.
We are fortunate in having trees that flower nearly
all year round. It is concentrated in Spring in the
USA, and it is quite spectacular. We were too late
to see the almonds and other fruit trees in the
south, but there were lots of natives(?) we did not
recognise flowering. We arrived in Seattle in the
middle of the rhododendron flowering.
Brian

Rhododendron

Durango Colorado (Michael Koenen)
During our recent visit to the USA I had the
opportunity to visit the local Beekeeping club in
Durango, in southwestern Colorado. Durango lies
at around a 2000m altitude with an average
humidity of around 10% which needed some
getting used to. Even thinking about going for a
hike around the beautiful mountain area induced
some breathlessness and one needed to stop every
few meters to get a few thin oxygen molecules
passing by the cracked lips and bleeding nostrils
into one’s lungs.
The bee club meets once a month in the evening at
a local church and organises speakers on different
topics and discusses seasonal beekeeping issues.
When I joined the group of about 35 beekeepers,
mostly women that night, Professor Bill Collins
from Fort Lewis College spoke about varroa mites.
He explained the lifecycle of the mites and that
they prefer drone larvae as a host, because their
longer breeding cycle of 24 days leads to an

exponential number of mites being able to be
reproduced. Being a chemist and beekeeper
himself, he then went into great detail explaining
all the advantages and disadvantages of different
varroa mite treatments. He concluded that formic
and oxalic acid where the safest ones to use, as
they are ‘natural chemicals’, appear to be safe for
the bees and leave no residue in honey or wax.
Talking to some beekeepers they confirmed that
formic acid works well for them. But just as with
our local hive beetles it seems impossible to
completely rid the hive of them. Building a strong
hive and keeping the number of mites under
control is the best approach.
The clubs president Nancy demonstrated a sugar
shake and explained that beekeepers need to
perform them on a regular basis to assess mite
numbers. As it was Spring she also talked about
swarming and showcased her self-built “beevacuum” to collect bees from difficult spots and
even high trees.
The club introduced a mentor system to teach new
members the craft of beekeeping. They were
assigned to an experienced mentor that taught
them one-on-one with the commitment that the
new apprentice become a mentor themselves in
the future.
I was fortunate enough to be invited by one of the
mentors Carol, to visit her apiary the next day.
Even though they are in drought her flower garden
around the house was well maintained and I was
amazed to find a buzz of several species of native
bees servicing the flowers. We even saw a rare
Bumble bee enjoying the offerings.
On entering the apiary of 7 Langstroth and 1 Long
hive, which is a vertical Langstroth hive, I was
taken aback by the fortress we had to enter. Not
only do beekeepers in the US have to deal with all
sorts of disease and critters inside the hive, but
also have to defend themselves against Black Bears
that are after the brood as a protein source and
Racoons that like to snack on the bees. Bears
might be deterred by electric fences, but if
Racoons manage to slip through they are
welcomed by wooden boards that are placed in

front of the hive entrance and have at least 10 cm
long nails sticking out to keep them at a distance.
Carols philosophy was to work calmly and gently
with the bees, so she wore just a veil, but used no
smoke. Six of her hives housed Carniolan Bees,
which were just pleasant to work with. Even after
going through the procedure of sugar shaking they
still were not phased. Luckily, we found only one
varroa mite in the count. When inspecting two
hives with Russian Bees this was a different story.
They did not seem to mind Carol, but they
certainly did not like my face as at least a dozen of
them were circling my veil to look for a gap and I
got to taste some of their medicine. Russian Bees
are known for being a bit more defensive, hence
they are more resilient to varroa mites.
All up the hives looked healthy and were getting
into swing for spring. Bee numbers on the frames
were still a bit sparse, which would have made me
worried at home in our humid climate, but
because of the dry soil at such an altitude the hive
beetle does not exist up there.
I recommend if the opportunity arises to visit
other beekeepers in different countries and climate
regions, do it, as you not only make new friends,
but also learn immensely from sharing
experiences.
Michael

View of the apiary with electric fence around it and
straw bales to protect from winter wind

LEARN BEEKEEPING COURSE

NEW EQUIPMENT

The first of two beekeeping courses started on
Saturday June 16, and the second will start on
Saturday August 4th. The first had 13 students, and
the second is about half full. Any new beekeeper
interested in doing the course should contact
Brian Window ( brianwindow@internode.on.net )
or Tony Lamont ( tdlamont@bigpond.com ) for a
copy of the brochure. (as seen at the end of the
newsletter).

Stephen and Janet Fowler have fresh supplies of
frames, supers and foundation available now and
carry stocks of most common beekeeping
equipment, as well as pots and jars for honey sales.
Orders can be made and picked up from 5 Robb
Street, Alstonville (in the Russellton Industrial
Estate). Call Stephen (0418 412 621).

HIVES AND NUCLEI
STERITECH TRIP
The club is organising another consignment of
gear to be irradiated at Steritech in Narangba. The
equipment will be assembled on to pallets at the
home of our carrier, Andrew Ware, Springrove Rd
at 9am on Saturday 28th July. The pallets should be
returned about 1 week later if all goes according to
plan.
The cost will be based on the number of full depth
10 or 8 frame boxes with their contents and has
been in the past about $13.50 per box. Individual
invoices for the consignment will be sent out after
the boxes are returned.
There are two white telescopic lids that were not
collected from the last consignment, and they can
be picked up at 54 Donnans Road, Lismore Heights.
For more information contact Andrew on

Please contact Stephen Fowler if you are able to
supply hives and nuclei to other club members

FACEBOOK
The link to the NRABA Facebook group is below.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3718014365997
63/
The group is a place for sharing information about
the activities of the NRABA and for information on
beekeeping in general.
THE BUZZ FROM THE ABA
The ABA have given members a sugar shake kit. If
you haven’t collected yours they should be
available to collect at the next club meeting.

Mobile: 0419 155 869
EMAIL: andrewwarecarrier@bigpond.com

MEMBERSHIP CARDS are now printed each
month, if you haven’t got yours attend a club day
and pick yours up.

HIVES FOR SALE
Allan Martin has 16 Hives with bees and frames
as well as a small extractor that he wants to sell.
If you’re interested and want more details
contact him on (02) 66637336

KEEP YOUR CONTACT DETAILS UP TO DATE
NRABA members are reminded to go to the ABA’s
website http://www.beekeepers.asn.au and check
their contact details. Click on the drop-down menu
at the top right of the homepage to sign in.

NEXT MEETING - SUNDAY 24th JUNE
Location: The home of Robert Stone
122 Flood Reserve Road Ruthven .
Time: 9.30-10.00am
Transport: Personal transport.
Directions: From Lismore follow Bruxner Hwy
approximately 7 kms turn left onto Coraki Rd
approximately 10 kms turn right into Flood
Reserve Road approximately 2 kms turn right into
Poole's Rd. 1st drive on right.

Our entry into the Colonel Pulling competition

Bee meeting signage will be in place.

Activities: Combining
(weather dependant)

and

reducing

Hives

What to bring:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Either a morning tea item or a salad.
Raffle items are always appreciated
$5 per head for morning tea/lunch
Beekeeping protective equipment
Chairs
Shade/sun protection

JULY MEETING – SUNDAY 29TH JUILY
Will be at Jim Cavanaugh’s place in Nerang.
The club will be hiring a bus for the trip and back
anyone who would like a seat contact.
Robert Stone on 0432277317
or email red.stonee68@gmail.com

Some fun and games at the Conference at the Central
Coast

Northside Beekeepers have extended us an invitation to a BioSecurity Info Workshop. If you’d like to go
bookings are essential. Contact Liby Edwards on 0423701448 or email nbkasecretary@gmail.com

